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DIGITAL FOOTPRINT
What you don’t know, but need to know.

The internet has been a game
changer for many industries,
including real estate. Many of the
developments have been largely
positive for homebuyers and sellers.
Marketing costs have been driven
down as the digital age proves to
be far more cost-effective than print,
the quality of promotion per property
has improved and email has made
connecting with buyers en masse
easier and cheaper.
What many people may not know
is that every property has a digital
footprint of its own.
A databank of information is being
collated on the property you are
buying or selling. The information
being collected may or may not
impact on your position during
negotiations.
Essentially, every property listing
in Australia is promoted on at
least one of the two major real
estate websites, which are either
owned or controlled by large media
companies.
The same media companies also
have ownership or affiliations
with the two main real estate data
companies in Australia. These
data companies often provide
the statistics and data on the real
estate market that are quoted by

It is worth running a Google search on your own home, or the property that you
intend on buying just to see what comes up.

the media. The quality of this data
is quite good, although the right to
collect the data and the use of that
data is open to opinion.
Most people know of the two
main real estate websites. Some
people know of the two main data
companies. Few people know that
they automatically share information
about every property advertised.
Whenever your property is up for
sale, auction or rent, the price, the
agent and the date of the online
advertisement is recorded against
the property’s history. Whether the
property sells or is passed in at
auction is also recorded.

Many people are surprised, if not
shocked, to learn that their home
has a digital footprint. A footprint
that is easily traceable to people in
the know.
The accessibility of this information
is both assisting and deterring the
buying and selling process.
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2017 in REVIEW

In the 12 months to April 2017, the
broader Sydney property market
rose 18% and over 20% in certain
segments of the Inner West. This
was a phenomenal performance
by the market in its own right –
even more so when you consider
prices had been rising for four years
already between 2012 and 2016.

Properties were selling 10 to 15%
above expectations as record lowinterest rates, easy finance and
a healthy economy fuelled buyer
confidence.
As the Government and regulators
watched in horror at the impact of
the two interest rate cuts in 2016,
they decided to act to slow the
property market in the May budget.
Unlike previous booms, they
responded with regulation to halt
the boom rather than increasing
interest rates.

fallen. This emphatic signal had an
adverse impact on buyer sentiment
causing downward pressure on
prices during spring. Suddenly there
were more sellers than buyers in
many market niches.
As we close the year out, the
excess stock levels have tightened
up and seen prices stabilise in the
final 6 weeks of the year. Buyers
have begun to see some value for
the first time in a long time. Sales
in November and early December
show underlying buyer support.
Interest rates remain at record
lows and the NSW economy is

performing strongly. For those
looking to buy a home, the case has
improved coming into 2018.
The correction was manufactured
by the Government through its
regulation. Hopefully, it sets up
a sustainable housing market.
Watching prices remain at
unaffordable and financially
unhealthy levels were only going to
end in disaster, which has hopefully
been avoided.
Property prices will finish higher on
December 31 than they were on
January 1. It was a wild ride for both
buyers and sellers though.

The Government targeted three
keys areas in the May Federal
Budget – Foreign buyers, bank
lending and negative gearing.
In isolation, targeting just one of
these areas would have seen
growth slow from double-digit
growth to single-digit growth. Hitting
all three at once stopped the boom
almost instantly. Even though it
became widely accepted the boom
was over by late September, the
boom was actually over by July.
The lack of stock on the market
acted as a smokescreen to anyone
trying to assess the market on sales
data alone. Leading indicators such
as time on market enquiries and
inspections per property began
to dip by July. The number of
bidders entering auctions and/or
negotiations dropped from 5 or 6 to
1 and 2 on most transactions.
As the spring market looked set to
take off, the RP Data Core Logic
data released for the third quarter
showed that prices had indeed

49 Moodie Street, Rozelle (top) and 21 Perrett Street, Rozelle (bottom) sold as
the spring stock levels begun to subside.
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As a buyer or a seller, it pays to be
aware of the digital footprint and
how it may impact you now and into
the future.
A typical example is a vendor that
overprices with low motivation to
sell. They usually experience a
lengthy campaign as they try to beat
the market. In this time, the vendor
will often have multiple pricing
strategies and possibly several
agents/firms working on the sale.
The entire process is recorded
against the property’s advertised
history. The tragedy for the vendor
is that by the time they hit the
market price a buyer can be made
aware of the property’s unfortunate
advertised history and the vendor’s
negotiating position is greatly
compromised.
The digital footprint of a property
can be tracked in other ways too.
Search engines such as Google
will often pull up previous rental or
sale ads of the property; alongside
much wider information, including
development applications, any
reported events at the property
such as crimes, businesses that
have run from the property or
previous publicity of any kind that
the property may have attracted. If
the Sunday papers turn up to your
auction to report on it, the sale or
non-sale will become available
online once the story is published.
Members of the public can also
pay a fee to access the entire
advertised history of a property too.
Furthermore, independent property
analysts are adding to the available
information per property.
It is worth running a Google search
on your own home, or the property
that you intend on buying just to see
what comes up.
This availability of information plays
out in many ways. Depending on

how you interpret the relevant
information and depending on
whether the information helps or
hinders your position is likely to
determine how you feel about the
availability.

think that the price is incorrect, at
least you don’t have to change the
published pricing strategy. Your
agent can quote the new price,
whether that is higher or lower than
the initial quoted price.

Scenario: Gary and Denise found a
property in Leichhardt that met their
criteria. It offered the essentials and
most importantly, it was affordable.
After a four-month property search,
it seemed as though they were
done.

An effective marketing strategy is
to only publicly publish a price after
you have received some genuine
market feedback, from fair-minded
buyers. Promoting the wrong price,
high or low, puts the seller at a
disadvantage going forward.

Prior to securing the property,
Gary did a search on the property
history. It came to his attention that
the property had sold four times in
eight years. Wrongly or rightly, he
concluded that there was something
amiss with the property and passed
it up to another buyer.

Good or bad?

Gary could rightly feel that the
availability of the information saved
him from buying a lemon. The owner
of the same home could rightly feel
that the availability of the information
robbed him of a genuine buyer.
Ultimately, Gary built assumptions
onto the facts, which caused
him to pass up a good property.
Information is neutral, it’s up to
the end user to make a decision
on the information available. This
is why the information that can be
accessed on a property needs to
be considered by the owner at all
times - It helps protect the value of
your property.
Protecting the value
In order to protect the value of your
asset, there are two main ways that
you can avoid pricing/advertising
history being used against you.
The first is to never promote the
address of your property and
secondly, consider promoting the
property without a published price.
Early in your campaign, have the
agent verbally quote your price
expectations to buyers. If buyers

Given the huge impact information
plays in the property market, it begs
the question, is the availability of all
this information good or bad? The
answer, of course, is neither. The
availability of such information is
simply the world we live in. People
will form correct and incorrect
conclusions on the information,
some will be logical in their
assessments and others will be
emotional.
Buyers will often form their offer
on the basis of what the owner
has paid for the property, and
assess the general market growth
(or deterioration) since that point
in time. On one level, this seems
logical and sensible as a buyer.
As a seller though, the buyer’s
process of determining value can
seem compromised and an unfair
basis for the offer. Instances such
as the seller may have paid below
market value given they bought it
directly from a family member. Or
they did substantial renovations
since buying, of which the costs
are not reflected in the data.
Circumstances where the facts are
not reflected in the data potentially
cause more confusion than a
solution to the negotiation.
Being conscious of the full and true
facts versus possible misinformation
is the key to success when you are
reliant on the digital footprint of a
property.

THE THREE

PRICES FOR YOUR

PROPERTY
When you are selling your property,
there are three prices to be acutely
aware of:
•
•
•

Marketing Price
Current Market Price
Best Selling Price

Marketing Price is the price the
agent markets the property at to
buyers. Legally and practically
speaking, the final selling price
may be higher, lower or equal to the
marketing price. Some agents may
deliberately price above or below
the current market price creating
either a frenzy or a standoff with
buyers in the process.
Current Market Price is the
fundamental value of your property.
When an agent or valuer assesses
your property’s current market
value, they are not stating that
you can’t or won’t achieve more.
It’s more a case of stating the
fundamental value at that point in
time.
The Best Selling Price is the price
the best buyer in the market is
prepared to pay for your property,
at the end of a well run campaign.
This is an unknown figure at the
time of listing, but some vendors
and agents may engage in (futile)
guess work in anticipating what the
best selling price will be. However,
until a campaign has been run and
a buyer has been sourced, it will

only ever be guess work.

The key to ensuring your agent
delivers the best selling price in a
timely fashion is to use the right
marketing price.
The marketing price is sometimes
d e termin e d b y t h e v e n d o r,
sometimes by the agent and often
between both agent and vendor.
Generally speaking, agents want a
lower marketing price and vendors
want a higher marketing price.
The best marketing price to ensure
buyer engagement throughout your
campaign is the current market
price.
In recent years as the market
boomed, even overpriced homes
were soon correctly priced as prices
rose to meet vendors aspirational
number. Vendors could get their
marketing price wrong and still
achieve best selling price.
Now that the market has stopped
booming, vendors risk damaging
their campaign if they overprice.
Therefore, being pragmatic and
understanding current market
price, which becomes your
marketing price will help deliver
you the best selling price.

Would you like to
know the current
value of your
property?
If so, our team would
be happy to discuss
how you can ensure
you achieve the
maximum sale price
for your property in
this market.

Request a
Market Appraisal
or visit
harrispartners.com.au/sell

